[MRI of the small intestine with rapid MRI sequences in Crohn disease after enteroclysis with oral iron particles].
To evaluate the efficacy of breathhold MRI following enteroclysis with addition of oral magnetic particles to study the extension, detection of stenoses and extraluminal manifestations in Crohn's disease. 18 patients with Crohn's disease and potential of surgical intervention were studied with enteroclysis with addition of oral magnetic particles. T1-/T2-weighted breathhold MRI w/o spectral fat suppression w/o i.v. Gd-DTPA was applied. Typical findings were marked bowel wall thickening with strong contrast enhancement. 95.8% of affected small bowel segments and 94.7% of stenoses were correctly detected by MRI. All four fistulas were detected and important extraluminal findings were seen in 6/18 patients. Additionally, one ileoileal and two ileosigmoidal adhesions, two extraluminal abscesses and affection of the right ureter were delineated. MRI in Crohn's disease offers the potential to avoid radiation exposure in this relatively young patient group. Important additional findings relevant to indication of surgery are seen in approximately one third of cases. The replacement of transduodenal intubation by oral contrast application remains to be further studied.